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ABSTRACT 

 

Mohamad Adil Fitriansyah, 49124391,2017,”Evaluasi prakteik layar (prala) taruna 

Politeknik Ilmu Pelayaran Semarang Angkatan XLVIII, XLIX, dan L”, Diploma IV, 

Nautika, Politeknik Ilmu Pelayaran Semarang, Pebimbing: (1) Dr.Capt. 

SUWIYADI,M.pd., M.Mar. (II) POERNOMO DWIATMOJO, SH, MH 

Prala sea or practice is one of the requirements of cadets to complete a study. 

With prola the cadets can practice science in the can from the campus and skaligus 

can gain knowledge that is not or has not been given on campus. Cadets on the ship 

in the compulsory to complete the paper work and filling cadet prola record book, 

because it is very important. 

Recorded from various konverensi that major influence cadets to become 

officers was the practice before the screen (prala). Therefore, the authors conducted 

research relationship with that evaluation of the practice of the screen (prala) cadets 

polytechnic seamanship Semarang batch XLVIII, XLIX, and L. The author examines 

the following issues: (1) The shipping companies have an important influence on 

youth polytechnics seamanship york? (2) The polytechnic facility seamanship 

significant impact on polytechnic seamanship cadet midshipmen york? (3) the 

practice of influential display important for the cadets to gain sailing experience and 

knowledge that is needed to produce a quality officer. 

Also presented references and research results that can support the 

evaluation of research relations practice screen (prala) cadets polytechnic 

seamanship Semarang force XLVIII, XLIX, and L. digunankan research method is 

quantitative variables to compare and find the variables and faktok-factor can affect 

the object under study, and achieve the results can then be presented. 

Based on research carried out on the object under study, the authors get the 

result that there are a number of factors that may affect the practice of the screen 

(prala) and can ultimately affect the evaluation of the practice of the screen (prala) 

cadets polytechnic seamanship Semarang force XLVIII, XLIX, and L and the authors 

concluded that there are a number of factors related to the cadets, namely: the 

practice of the screen, the shipping company, and the practice of the screen. 
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